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Galerie Lefebvre et Fils is pleased to announce Second Voyage its first solo exhibition of work by Los 
Angeles-based artist Ray Barsante (b.1990), a survey of recent ceramic sculpture made in 
conjunction with the gallery’s residency program.

Using both the historically substantiated idea 
of the vessel and a sculpturally expressionistic 
approach to clay, Barsante’s works offer a 
delineation and expansion of classical notions 
of the trajectory of ceramics. The structure of 
the amphora serves as a starting point in this 
body of work. Barsante uses the idea of the 
vase’s al lusions to funct ional i ty, and 
decoration to offer a different way of 
considering the object by treating the formal 
schema as means of questioning its presence 
sculpturally. 

Made of thin walls that at times buckle and 
contort, the work freezes gestures of slippage, 
impending collapse or an attempt to gain 
definable structure, yet rejoices in a stoic 
classical stance. The forms unravel and the 
awkwardness of their construction negates 
functionality and points toward the expansive 
possibilities of the abstract sculptural modality 
of the vase itself. The surface of the works 
clearly indicate the hand of the artist as well 
as the character the ceramic medium. The 
surface of the clay takes on minute 
topographical characteristics; shallowly 
grooved from being thrown on a wheel, and 
dimpled, scraped, and smoothed from various 
methods of hand building.

The curving upright forms act as receptacles for color and painterly mark making. Shapes, lines, and 
patches interlocking to create a pictorial space on the surface of the clay that is both a controlled 
patterning and a lucid expressionistic field. The color, both diaphanous and thorough, points to 
antiquities and prehistoric mark making, primitive and tribal patterning, medieval ideals of 
ornamentation, 19th and 20th-century French painting and more. The repeated yet varied formal 
gestures conjure the repetition and rhythmic nature intrinsic to pottery. Meaning is created by 
considering both the individual object and the series of objects. The works embrace the vessel as a 
static monument with totemic verticality while celebrating the beauty of asymmetry and irregularity in 
form.



LEFEBVRE & FILS GALLERY

135 years of existence, 135 years of expertise, of profound knowledge of objects, good taste and a good 
eye, of exchanges with museums curators and unbreakable links made with private collectors. 
Immobilism was not one of their value and the members of the Lefebvre family knew exactly how to 
discover and propose very refined objects and works for a cosmopolitan and international clientele.

It is therefore completely natural that since 2009, Lefebvre & Fils Gallery has started to pose a new 
perspective on ceramics, in particular contemporary ceramics, with the leitmotiv to show the real 
permanence and the perpetual renewal of this medium.
Since 2009, Lefebvre & Fils Gallery has shown works by well known contemporary artists such as Ettore 
Sottsass, Ron Nagle and most recently Beverly Semmes, however she also engages in promoting the 
young artistic scene with exhibitions by Brie Ruais, Robin Cameron or Jennie Jieun Lee.

From practical and common objects of the previous centuries, today we haveworks of art in the real 
sense of the term. If the gesture continues, the artistic scope is completely different. The idea of a 
container or a domestic object disappears in favour of a dialogue between the artist still modeling it 
and the artistic intention he gives it.



THE RESIDENCY

Located in Versailles, and founded in September 2015 under the patronage of Louis Lefebvre, The Residency welcomes 
ceramists and plastic artists in residence all year round, for a period ranging from 6 weeks to 3 months depending on their 
options with a "Solo show» following in the gallery of the rue du Bac.

The residence occupies the ground floor of the family home, a former music 
pavilion of Madame Elisabeth, the sister of King Louis XVI, transformed into 
an orphanage during the First World War, then residence of Elie Wiesel on 
his return from Auschwitz. "The Residency", a place already full of history, is 
going to see a succession of great international talents dedicated to the arts 
of fire.

Combining living and working space, the residence is as studious as it is 
convivial and family: large workshop equipped with all the tools of 
production, comfortable apartments to accommodate the artist, an assistant 
or the family, and the use of the family garden.

Versailles and its prestigious past, Paris and its intense cultural life, 
inevitably appeal to artists who came almost exclusively from the United 
States where the art scene of ceramics is particularly active. The imposed 
exercise of the Sunday lunch is devoted to the pleasures of the table and to 
the conversation, with a weekly report on the creation in progress; and the exhibition in full process is part of the menu ...

If Louis Lefebvre, passionate gallery owner and specialist in his field, enjoys both receiving and exchanging with his artists, 
The Residency is here the privileged tool to "promote ancestral expertise and allow the creation of complex and unique 
works" which will soon take their place in the beautiful environment of his Gallery. 
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Roger Herman 

Jasmine Little 
Samuel Jernigan 

Zachary Armstrong 
Julia Haft-Candell  

Nicole Cherubini  
Gavin Kenyon 
Lynda Draper 

 


